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Figure 1: We adapt Data Mountain [29] to study spatial memory on wall displays. Panel A shows the four conditions in our experiment, which vary movement (stationary vs locomotion) and view (full overview vs partial peephole view). Panel B shows screenshots of two participants’ layouts of web-pages in the overview (top) and peephole condition (bottom).

ABSTRACT

Wall displays support people in interacting with large information spaces in two ways: On the one hand, the physical space in front of such displays enables them to navigate information spaces physically. On the other hand, the visual overview of the information space on the display may promote the formation of spatial memory; from studies of desktop computers we know this can boost performance. However, it remains unclear how the benefits of locomotion and overviews relate and whether one is more important than the other. We study this question through a wall display adaptation of the classic Data Mountain system to separate the effects of locomotion and visual overview. Our findings suggest that overview improves recall and that the combination of overview and locomotion outperforms all other combinations of factors.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Spatial memory is essential to human-computer interaction, for instance, in supporting the retrieval of menu items, navigating virtual environments with confidence, or locating icons on the desktop [32]. The literature is full of examples of desktop user interfaces that tap spatial memory. For example, CommandMaps [33] uses the principle of spatial consistency to map the menu ribbons of Microsoft Word to the entire display space, ensuring that menu items are in the same place across invocations of CommandMaps. Using this principle gives a substantial performance gain over unmodified menu ribbons. Another successful idea is to support users in organizing objects spatially to facilitate recall; Data Mountain [29] is a classic example. In one study showing its benefits, participants were free to place 100 thumbnails of webpages on a reclined 2.5D plane; even with few cues participants were faster at recall than in a control condition.

It is less clear how spatial memory is involved in interaction with wall displays and how findings similar to those just cited transfer to such displays. With larger displays, many factors change. First, the increase in display size may change interaction. On wall displays, viewing angles differ even if the user is stationary and the relation between input devices and display may be hampered by having to clutch or by the decreased accuracy of absolute input. Second, in contrast to desktop displays people move when using wall displays, both in parallel to the display and away from/towards the display [e.g., 12]. Thereby, the requirements for spatial updating increase [34] and this may hamper performance and recall. Third, the scale of wall-display navigation falls between large-extent VR worlds [30] and studies of the spatial memory on desktop displays [35]: as scale is related to different kinds of spatial memory, it is not clear which findings apply to interaction with wall displays.

Together, these factors leave it unclear if wall displays may similarly tap spatial memory as do desktop displays. Specifically, the relative contribution of the spatial stability used in many desktop systems and of physical movement remains unclear. Possibly, those factors might even counteract each other. For instance, the original studies of Data Mountain used a 17-inch display. With such a display there is no need to move, the content on the display is relatively stable, and the angle relative to the display fixed. All of these factors change on a wall display.

We report on an experiment whose key idea is to tease apart the effects of having a visual overview of the information space (i.e., content on the wall display) from the effects of moving about in front of the display and in particular of being in a specific location when interacting with specific items on the display. We adapt the design of Data Mountain to wall displays and ask how the findings of Data Mountain generalize to larger displays. With that adaptation we contribute empirical data from an 80-participant study which separates the effects of locomotion and spatial overview. This study helps advance our understanding of spatial memory on wall displays and adapt guidelines for desktop displays to that setting.

2 BACKGROUND
Spatial memory has been known useful since antiquity [37] and been a focus of much research in modern Psychology. In a classic demonstration of the effect, Rothkopf studied incidental memory for location of information in text [6] and showed that people were able to recall with higher than chance accuracy where on a page they had read pieces of information. Research in spatial cognition has since solidified and grown [e.g., 34]. This research and the promise of spatial memory have inspired much work in HCI [e.g., 2, 22, 24, 39], much of it is reviewed by Scar and colleagues [32]. Next, we focus on the relation between spatially-stable overviews and spatial memory and on locomotion and its relation to spatial memory. We then discuss what overviews and locomotion mean for supporting spatial memory on wall displays.

Effects of Overviews
An overview is a spatially-stable visual representation of an entire information space. Such overviews have been created for image browsing [27], electronic maps [10], documents [24], and commands and icons [33]. Scarr and colleagues [32] recommended that “offering users a spatially-stable visual overview of an information space can greatly improve their ability to navigate to known locations, as well as reducing visual search time” (p.39). Many studies confirm the usefulness of overviews. For instance, O’Hara and colleagues [24] created an electronic document reader that provided a spatially stable view of the document page together with a detail view of individual sentences. In an empirical comparison of this interface to a traditional scrolling view of the document, they found an improved incidental memory of location.

As mentioned, the system Data Mountain [29] is another classic example of a system with a spatially-stable visual overview. Data Mountain shows thumbnails to web-pages on a reclined 2.5D plane. A user study shows that this organization of thumbnails is beneficial over a standard hierarchical list that does not use an overview. Several follow-up papers
to the original 1998 paper have shown this finding to be robust: Even in a follow-up several months after the main study, participants achieved similar recall rates as in the original study after a few blocks of trials [7].

The spatial stability may be provided in other ways than visually. Some studies have shown that the body may work as a spatially-stable overview to which information may be related [2]. Others have employed the ancient memory technique Method of Loci [37] to assign commands to physical objects in the environments [26]. Method of Loci has also recently been used in virtual reality [16]. All of these studies show substantial improvements in spatial memory from the spatially-stable overviews.

Effects of Locomotion

The effects of body movements, particularly locomotion, on spatial cognition have been studied extensively in the context of virtual reality environments [e.g., 30, 31]. Results consistently indicate that body-based movement positively affects people’s ability to navigate in virtual worlds and to internalize the spatial organization of such worlds.

Large display environments also afford physical navigation as a means to explore an information space. Some positive effects of locomotion in front of these displays have been reported for a geospatial data exploration task [1], a collaborative game [19], and a sorting task [12]. Nonetheless, large display environments differ from virtual reality environments as the display is generally exocentric (i.e., fixed relative to the position and orientation of any single user), while locomotion can be mapped to either egocentric interactions (e.g., body lenses) or exocentric physical interactions (e.g., physical "zooming" which only affects a user’s position relative to the display but not the display content itself). Therefore it is not clear that the benefits identified for virtual environments apply to locomotion as part of interaction on wall displays.

Peephole pointing refers to the idea that the physical movement of a display controls the navigation in a large, virtual information space [8, 38]. This typically happens without the need for a visual overview. Thus users experience the navigation centered around the point of view. Earlier work has shown performance benefits of peephole pointing over other ways of navigation, in particular, panning where the display is fixed [20, 38]. Of interest here, however, is mainly the effects of peephole pointing on spatial memory. Kaufmann and Ahlström [15] compared a projector phone with a peephole interface to a touch interface. They found no difference in performance but found substantial differences in spatial memory. Participants using the peephole interface had 41% more accurate immediate recall of seven locations that they had navigated. Device orientation does not seem to matter for these benefits: Müller and colleagues [22] found no differences in performance or spatial memory when participants held a tablet peephole either vertically or horizontally.

Spatial memory has also been linked to kinesthetic memory, typically so that input techniques that directly map kinesthetic cues to content (e.g., touch displays) perform better than input techniques without such mappings (e.g., mouse). Tan and colleagues [36] showed that participants had 19% higher incidental recall of a set of 30 objects replaced after a 10-minute distractor task. However, this benefit of spatial memory relies on spatial stability. Jetter and colleagues [14] showed that spatial memory is supported only in panning interfaces but not in interfaces where the user can also zoom. After navigating a series of eight items, participants had to reproduce one such series. They made fewer mistakes in doing so but only using a non-panning interface.

Liu and colleagues [18] compared performance on a classification task on a wall display requiring physical zooming with a desktop interface using virtual zooming and found an interaction effect with task difficulty. The more difficult the task was, the more participants would benefit from wall display interaction.

Spatial Memory and Wall Displays

A 2013 review of spatial memory [32] did not mention wall displays and the role of spatial memory in interaction with large displays.

A few papers since then have linked spatial memory on wall displays with peephole pointing [22, 28]. Rädle and colleagues [28] investigated spatial memory in peephole pointing for wall displays using egocentric navigation with a tablet or using multi-touch while seated. They found a large decrease in path length and task time in the egocentric condition. Peephole pointing, however, makes the handheld display the focus of attention, rather than the wall display. Thus, the uses of wall displays in the literature that do not use a handheld device (for instance, because they use touch [13] or mid-air pointing [23]) are not informed by findings on peephole pointing. It is not well understood whether earlier findings apply to wall displays and, if so, how designs could tap spatial memory for wall displays.

Zagermann and colleagues [39] compared spatial memory with 11- and 55-inch displays. The experimental task was to spread out 18 letters on a canvas, first placing all the letters and then locating the letters again. In this study, the main focus was to show an impact of input modality (say, touch or pad); the findings about display size were not straightforward. Thus, the findings about spatial memory and wall displays are inconclusive.
3 EXPERIMENT RATIONALE

Research Questions

We are interested in understanding the effects of visual overview and locomotion on spatial memory. Specifically, we are interested in quantifying the effects individually as well as in symbiosis. Given the related work just reviewed, it is not clear if these effects add up or if they could even counteract each other, for instance, because physical movement could interfere with having an overview. We have participants perform a recall task of a self-organized information space on a wall display using different interaction techniques that fully crosses the availability of visual overview and locomotion. We aim to answer these questions:

- **RQ1**: If a wall display shows a visual overview, does it help people remember contents similar to how it supports them on desktop displays?
- **RQ2**: If people benefit from a visual overview of their information space, can locomotion help them further to remember where they placed items?
- **RQ3**: If no visual overview is provided, can locomotion help people maintain an internal map of the information space which allows them to retrieve items as reliably as when visual overview is offered?

Adapting Data Mountain to a Wall Display

Our experiment application is designed after the classic Data Mountain application [29] (see screenshot in Figure 1). Moving Data Mountain to a wall display allows two things. First, we can create a visual overview of the information space by scaling up the original Data Mountain idea to a wall display. Additionally, we can offer a partial view of the information space where only a small portion of an area with its immediate neighbors is visible at any point in time.

Second, the inclined plane of our Data Mountain implementation maps naturally to the floor in front of the wall display, as coordinates on the inclined plane of the Data Mountain interface map to a physical location in front of it. Thus, a participant has to move to the physical location corresponding to the virtual plane coordinate occupied by an item to interact with it (see Figure 2). Alternatively, they are stationary and use an input device to move items.

In this way, our adaptation of Data Mountain provides a way to manipulate visual overview and locomotion fully crossed. As in the Data Mountain, we use relative input with a mouse; we decided against touch input or freehand input because both might influence memory unpredictably.

4 EXPERIMENT

The overall goal is to examine how visual overview and locomotion influence retrieval performance and the strategies people use to organize information and thus infer the role each play in forming and using spatial memory of items in an information space.

Design

Participants use one of four conditions (between-participants design), varying the view and movement availability of visual overview and locomotion in a fully crossed design. We call the availability of visual overview *overview*, the absence *peephole*; the availability of locomotion is *locomotion*, the absence *stationary*. The conditions are as follows (see Figure 1):

- **Overview+locomotion**: Participants physically navigate a visually stable overview of the information space on a wall display. This condition resembles a typical scenario of using wall displays for working with large information spaces [13, 23], except that participants have to move.
- **Overview+stationary** (i.e., overview only): Participants move a cursor in a visually stable overview using a mouse while standing at a fixed location in front of the wall display, thus preventing possible benefits of locomotion (e.g., relating item locations to locations on the floor). This condition resembles the original Data Mountain. [29], except that the much larger display may influence spatial cognition [35].
- **Peephole+locomotion** (i.e., locomotion only): Participants move a peephole view through locomotion, which may help orient in the information space. This condition resembles the egocentric condition of Rädle and colleagues [28], except participants in that study focused their attention on a tablet and not a wall display.
- **Peephole+stationary** (a baseline with no overview and no locomotion): Participants move a peephole view

Figure 2: Floor-to-display mapping. In the locomotion conditions, users’ position on the floor determine what they may interact with.
using a mouse while at a fixed location. This condition resembles a typical small-view interface, although it does not support zooming to suppress the option of seeing an overview of the entire information space.

**Apparatus**

The study runs on a Windows 10-based PC with an NVidia GeForce 1080 GPU, an Intel i7-8700K CPU @ 3.7Ghz, and 16GB of DDR4 RAM. It drives a Dell S718QL 4K laser projector that projects onto a 2.8m×1.172m 2.39:1 anamorphic wall display, downscaled to a 3500×1465 resolution to fit the display’s aspect ratio. The software that drives the display is implemented in Unity 5.6.2f1.

We use a NaturalPoint OptiTrack motion capture system (www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/) with 24 ceiling-mounted infrared cameras to determine the cursor’s position in the locomotion-based conditions. More specifically, we track four infrared markers mounted on the Gyration Air Mouse Go Plus wireless mouse that we use for the study; this mouse was also used in the stationary conditions.

**Interface**

The interface allows interacting with an information space that resembles Data Mountain [29]: It provides a perspective view of a plane (tilted 40 degrees on the X-axis) on which items (web bookmarks in Data Mountain, screenshots of websites in the present study) can be placed.

There are two versions of the interface corresponding to the manipulation of **overview**: a stable visual overview of the entire information space, in which a cursor can be moved around (Figure 1, left) and a peephole where a view port can be panned to show only part of the information space at a time (Figure 1, right). In the conditions with a visual overview (i.e., overview+locomotion and overview+stationary), the entire information space fits within the display and remains in a fixed centered position. In the peephole conditions, (peephole+locomotion and peephole+stationary), a 16:9 window of 1050×590 pixels (out of a total resolution of 3500×1050 pixels) is shown in the center of the display. This window shows the part of the information space around the cursor’s location. When the user moves the mouse in the plane, the view is panned so that the cursor remains in a fixed position within the view.

In all conditions, users can interact with content in three ways: (i) add a new item, (ii) move an item, and (iii) bring up a detail view to inspect an item:

- When the cursor is hovering over an item, the item is highlighted with a white outline. The user can select a highlighted item by left-clicking, and then drag the item by moving the cursor while holding down the mouse button. The movement of the item is continuous and constrained to the surface of the plane. Data Mountain allowed to push items with the one being currently dragged in order to avoid occlusion. However, this results in unstable information spaces leaving items at potentially different locations than where a participants placed it (thus possibly interfering with their spatial memory). We thus decided to instead set a threshold distance at which the item being moved towards another item stops following the cursor at one side of that item and then jumps directly to the other side once the cursor has moved beyond the threshold distance.
- Users can bring up a zoomed detail view of a highlighted item for closer inspection (similar to moving items forward to a preferred viewing position in Data Mountain) by right-clicking; right-clicking again dismisses the detail view.

Control of the movement of the on-screen cursor differs between conditions. Cursor movements in the locomotion conditions (overview+locomotion and peephole+locomotion) are controlled by directly mapping the user’s position in front of the display to the information plane (see Figure 2). In the stationary conditions (overview+stationary and peephole+stationary), the cursor maps to the mouse movement. In contrast to Data Mountain, the cursor is represented as a black circle on the plane. We kept the inclined plane from Data Mountain to help participants understand the floor-to-display mapping.

**Stimuli and Tasks**

The stimuli used in the experiment were 100 screenshots of web pages with legible text, randomly selected from the material provided by Jahanian et al. [11]. We chose these stimuli because they were high in resolution and recent, yet similar to the stimuli used in the Data Mountain studies.

These stimuli were used in a placement phase, where participants had to organize 100 screenshots on the inclined plane, and in a retrieval phase, where participants saw a fixed random subset of the placed items one-by-one and had to indicate their location; this is similar to the tasks in Data Mountain [29].

**Measures**

The Data Mountain study only measured how many items were correctly identified but allowed at the same time several attempts before a timeout. Since repeated retrieval attempts
can serve to consolidate memory upon feedback, we opted instead for a more continuous measure, the Euclidean distance, that is, the straight-line distance, from the indicated item to the correct item. As additional measures, we capture how many items are closer to the correct item than the selected one and how many items were correctly selected.

We collected measures of participants’ perception of their effort after placing and after retrieving items using NASA’s Task Load Index (TLX, [9]).

We also collect data to capture potential individual behavior differences in placing and retrieving items including (i) the total time spent placing items, (ii) how long participants looked at the detail view of an item before shrinking it down, (iii) the space used to place items, measured as world-space X- and Z-axis coordinates in the study application, (iv) the total duration of the retrieval phase.

Finally, we collect individual measures of the visual working memory capacity measured as described by Pailian and colleagues ([25], experiment 4A). We used the software platform PEBL2 [21] and a custom experiment script. The rationale is that visual working memory capacity is likely a predictor of variation in individual performance.

Participants
Eighty participants (36 female) were recruited through advertisements in local Facebook groups as well as through a mailing list of people interested in signing up for experiments. Participants had to be at least 18 years old and were instructed to complete an online test for color blindness before signing up. This test was re-administered before the experiment to ensure full color vision. Participants were paid €20 for agreeing to participate.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions in order of arrival. The experiment had three main phases: In the **placement phase**, participants were asked to organize 100 items. Participants could move and zoom existing items and add new items one at a time. Participants were only made aware of the later need to recall the existing items and add new items one at a time. Particpants were only made aware of the later need to recall the existing items and add new items one at a time. Participants received feedback whether their choice was correct.

In the **filler phase**, participants were seated in front of a separate 24-inch display and for 15 minutes completed the visual working memory capacity test.

In the **retrieval phase**, participants were shown the organization of the items they created in the storage phase, but with the contents of the items greyed out. Participants had to recall the location of 25 fixed random items, given as one target cue at a time. They were instructed as follows: “Try to remember where you placed it and left click on the corresponding placeholder. If you don’t remember exactly where you placed it, click on a placeholder in the vicinity of the area you think is most likely.” The target cue was 300×300 pixels and displayed at all times in the top-left corner of the wall display. The cue could be zoomed using an identical functionality as seen in the storage phase. Participants received feedback whether their choice was correct.

Then the next item would be shown. This phase lasted on average 4.3 minutes.

Preregistration and Statistical Analysis
Cockburn et al. [4] recently reviewed the many benefits of preregistering one’s hypotheses, study plans, and data analysis intents. The purpose of such a preregistration is to increase the transparency of research intents and to enable the reader to verify that the research questions and hypotheses presented in an academic paper were not adapted to the data after analysis. We preregistered our data analysis approach using the persistent data storage of the Open Science Framework (OSF) https://osf.io/pkqbj and also make additional material such as experimenter instructions and our data available via the project page https://osf.io/2rxfn/.

Summarizing our analysis plan, we compute bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for all measures, per condition and factor. We exclude participants if performance on any of the individual-difference variables differs by more than three standard deviations which, assuming an underlying normal distribution, only excludes the most extreme 0.2%. We excluded nine participants based on these criteria: two due to time taken to complete the placement phase, six due to how much of the available space they used, and one due to time taken to complete the retrieval phase.

5 RESULTS
We present our results according to the planned analysis starting with the mean measure, Euclidean distance, followed by the auxiliary measures, number of items correctly selected, and number of items closer to correct target. Then we report on five control measures which served to identify outlier participants. The figures indicate estimates for the means of the reported measures with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals, i.e. the error bars indicate the range of values within which the true means can be expected with 95% confidence. The respective sub-figures to the right indicate either pairwise differences of the two measures to their left or of differences between factors. These differences indicate estimates of effect sizes in the original unit of the measures or factors. The further an error bar is from the line indicating “0”, the stronger the data provide evidence for a clear effect of a factor.
Main Measure

Figure 3 shows the results of our main measure, the Euclidean distance to the correct target for our two factors, view and movement. We expected that a visual overview would help participants to consolidate their memory of the layout and that those experiencing the overview level would outperform those in the peephole level. Similarly, we expected that movement would have a positive effect on spatial memory and that participants using locomotion would outperform those being stationary. As Figure 3 indicates, the data provides evidence for an effect of view. Concerning movement the evidence is insufficient to determine whether it has a clear effect. We can only say that our results point in the expected direction.

If we now look at the data at a factor combination level, we find that one combination, overview+locomotion outperformed all other factor combinations (see Figure 4) while the other combinations performed somewhat similarly.

Figure 5: Items correctly selected as factor-wise contrasts (top) with differences between factor levels and per condition (bottom) with pairwise differences. Error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. For the number of items correctly selected measure (see Figure 5), we find that the data indicate that a possible effect is more likely in the predicted direction (top). However, the differences are too small and the estimation too imprecise to definitely determine that either factor has an effect on correctly selected items.

Auxiliary Measures

As indicated in the preregistration document, we planned to consolidate our findings by also measuring how many items were correctly selected, and how many items were closer to the correct target. The rationale behind these extra measures is that we observed in a pilot that a possible strategy is to place items closely together which can lead to misleadingly small Euclidean distances.

In summary, across the three dependent variables, we find consistently an effect of view indicating that overview is the most relevant feature to improve spatial memory. In addition, we observed that locomotion seems to play a certain role as repeatedly the overview+locomotion condition outperformed the other factor combinations. However, just looking at the contrasts, the effect size of movement is too small to be estimated accurately given the statistical power of our experiment.

Standardized effect sizes. Additionally to the planned analysis, we include in Figure 7 standardized effect sizes for the main and the two auxiliary measures, respectively for the two factors and the interaction term between them. Additionally, we computed unit weights for the three measures (z-scores) which allow us to create a weighted composite score from the sum of the unit weights [3]. This composite
To investigate whether the effect of view and more specifically the apparent advantage for overview + locomotion can be attributed to our manipulation or whether it might be due to some idiosyncratic behavior emerging in this factor combination, we captured five control measures to detect individual differences used to exclude individual participants and to detect whether the random assignment happened to result in considerable group differences. We captured the following variables for this purpose: time spent during the two phases, the use of available space, and the time spent inspecting the targets in detail view. Here we only present textual summaries for these measures, additional figures are available on the OSF platform at https://bit.ly/2NvzCzK.

**Time spent in the placement phase.** Participants in the overview + locomotion condition spent on average slightly more time placing items (30.5 min [27.1, 33.8]) than participants in the overview + stationary (25.8 [21.0, 31.0]), peephole + locomotion (26.2 [19.2, 33.2]) or peephole + stationary condition (25.6 [22.9, 28.5]).

**Time spent inspecting targets in detail view.** Concerning this measure, we find that participants in the peephole + locomotion condition spent a bit less time (3.5 sec [2.7-4.5]) looking at items in detail than participants in one of the overview conditions (overview + locomotion 5.3 [4.4, 6.1], overview + stationary 5.3 [4.3, 6.6], peephole + stationary 4.5 [3.5, 5.4]).

**Time spent in the retrieval phase.** The time spent to retrieve items was comparable between conditions. The point estimates are all in the range 4.1-4.3 min [3.4-3.7, 4.8-5.0].

**Use of space.** Concerning the use of space, we find no notable differences between conditions on the level of the bounding rectangle of all placed items. Most participants, across conditions, used most of the available space: they placed at least one item close to each edge of the inclined plane. Still, this measure led to the most exclusions of participants: six people were excluded because they used a lot less space than most people. Figure 8 gives an overview of how participants, including outliers, laid out their information spaces (note that participants 51, 55, and 56 were excluded for other reasons). It is difficult to perform analysis for these layouts, but let us make two observations. First, the organization of content seems to happen mainly in terms of rows (e.g., participants 3, 17, 32), columns (e.g., participants 1, 2, 7, 28), and clusters (e.g., 4, 6, 31, 53). Second, there are large variations in the screen real estate used for content; compare, for instance, Participant 7 to Participant 69. It remains open work to relate these organizations to input conditions and to retrieval strategies; one hypothesis could be that the Overview encourages more use of clusters whereas Peephole encourages in particular column organization.

**Visual working memory capacity.** We measured participants’ visual working memory capacity using the flickering technique described by Pallian and Halberda [25]. The test was used as a filler task between the two phases (placement and retrieval). Surprisingly, we find that participants in the peephole + stationary condition appear to have a much lower capacity than participants in other conditions (see Figure 9).
Figure 8: All layouts created by participants. Those shown in grey belong to participants excluded from the analysis. Numbers indicate participant ids. Layouts 26 and 53 are used in Figure 1-B.

Figure 9: Visual working memory capacity for five items. Error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

This is quite unlikely to happen with random assignment of participants to conditions, and we believe it is more likely an indicator that this condition was more demanding and that participants were less attentive while doing the task.

NASA TLX. The collection of these data were not part of the preregistration but uses the same analysis methods. The summary of the results is shown in Figure 10 both for the subscales and the weighted overall score. The data show no surprises except that the worse scores for the visual working memory in the peephole+stationary condition were apparently not due to conscious extra effort in this condition: participants did not report higher frustration, effort, or mental demand in this condition than in others.

6 DISCUSSION

We were interested in the individual and joint effects of locomotion and visual overview for wall displays. Our main result is that the visual overview improves recall, measured as the Euclidean distance from the indicated position to the target item across 25 targets. Moreover, the combination of visual overview and locomotion when placing and recalling items had higher recall success over all other conditions. We did not find conclusive evidence for other differences across conditions for the recall measure. Participants spend slightly more time placing items in the overview+locomotion condition but the spatial characteristics of their layouts and the time used to retrieve items were similar across conditions.

The Influence of View and Locomotion

We find that having an overview improves recall over the peephole condition: View has a medium-size effect of Cohen’s $d = .46$, $[0.02, 0.94]$ 95% CI. This improvement is the key finding of our paper. It confirms the importance in general of spatial stability [32], and it confirms that a visual overview like the Data Mountain [29] benefits spatial memory also on wall displays. It seems that even if an overview is...
Figure 10: Results for the NASA TLX questionnaire for both phases. The raw scores have been mapped to a 0-100 scale to aid comparisons with the weighted overall score. Error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

substantially larger than in related work (such as the 55-inch display studied by Zagermann and colleagues [39]), spatial memory is still supported. Thus, our first research question (RQ1) is answered affirmatively.

For movement as a factor, our data provide insufficient evidence to determine a clear effect. The data suggest that a possible effect might go in the predicted direction – locomotion having a positive effect – but that the effect is at best too small to be detectable with the statistical power of our experiment. A much larger sample size is required to provide a more definitive answer.

A curious finding is that the combination of locomotion and overview outperforms all other factor combinations. On average, participants are 1.5 units (or 30%) closer, in Euclidean distance, to the correct target with overview+locomotion. This finding provides evidence in favour of our second research question (RQ2) and suggests an important synergy between overview and locomotion. It may also be interpreted as confirming earlier work, which found that locomotion is helpful [1, 12]. It might be a consequence of our design decision that physical movement is not only encouraged (as in [1]) but required to select and move items. However, our statistical power was insufficient to accurately estimate the effect size of the movement factor.

One mechanism behind the high recall with the overview+locomotion condition might be that the layout phase is more thorough, as suggested by the approximately five extra minutes spent in the overview+locomotion condition. It could be that locomotion simply slows down placement and that slowing down is particularly useful when simultaneously seeing the overview. Another possible mechanism is that dual spatial encoding of items occurs by being at a particular location in front of the display when in the locomotion conditions but at the same time seeing a particular stable, spatial location on the wall display (in the overview conditions). Again, the benefit only arises with the combination. We have no data to confirm this speculation about mechanisms. However, the worry—expressed earlier in this paper—that those two spatial encodings might interfere with each other, is not warranted.

Stationary Peephole Worked Better than Expected

A third finding of this paper is that the absence of an overview in combination with the absence of movement performed surprisingly well. We expected this combination to perform the worst of all conditions. It was intended as a baseline in comparison to which all other conditions would be improvements. This expectation was not met.

One explanation might be that peephole displays just work well, as suggested by related work [e.g., 15, 20]. Zagermann et al. [39] found a mixed effect of display size, which might suggest difficulties in effectively using the overview conditions. Our findings are similar to a study of map overviews [10] which found that a detail-only zoomable interface worked well compared to an interface with an overview.

Of course, the finding discussed here is an absence of evidence for a difference that we expected; it is therefore
somewhat weak. Thus, our third research question (RQ3) remains open.

Limitations
Our study has a number of limitations and differences to related work. First, our measure of recall differ from that used in the Data Mountain studies [e.g., 29] and can thus not be directly compared to the previous results.

Second, locomotion may be implemented in many ways. We use a simple mapping from the floor to the display (as shown on Figure 2). Given the importance of locomotion established in earlier work [e.g., 1, 13], it is surprising that more guidelines to help our design choices were not available. This leaves plenty of room for future work to develop other uses of locomotion in front of wall displays.

Third, our study does not evaluate whether or not the design choices behind Data Mountain are the best way of implementing spatial memory support in general. In particular, it is controversial what the inclined plane and 2.5D components of Data Mountain add to memory performance [5, 6]. In particular, it remains an open question what the effect of the 2.5D components of our implementation have on performance and whether those components could be designed more effectively.

Fourth, in comparison to other memory studies in HCI [e.g., 1, 13, 28], and to work on large displays more generally [e.g., 17], we have reported comparatively little on interaction. One key open question about interaction, that we have not seen discussed in earlier work, concerns the influence on recall of the actual spatial organization that participants use. Figure 8 suggests several patterns in organization that future work should look into, trying to establish their influence on performance and memory.

7 CONCLUSION
Earlier work has shown that spatially stable overviews and locomotion contribute to improved spatial memory; we have investigated if this is also true for wall displays and identify an effect of overview and a combined effect of overview and locomotion. Our findings suggest that overview improves recall and that the combination of overview and locomotion outperforms all other factor combinations.
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